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I. INTRODUCTION

Teaching a robot or agent to perform difficult tasks often
depends on learning complex policies that are essentially
black boxes. For instance, recently neural network policies
have been trained to achieve superhuman performance on
Atari games [7, 10, 8], perform complex robotic manipulation
skills [6], and drive in the real world [1]. These neural
networks are trained end-to-end to map directly from raw
inputs (e.g., images) to a distribution over actions to take.
Despite ongoing work on explaining and visualizing neural
network decision-making [12], it remains difficult to interpret
what high-level features these policies reason about, and how
well they will generalize to states not encountered during
training.

We hypothesize that when human end-users are faced with
a black-box policy, they will be less inclined to extrapolate
the policy’s performance to significantly different situations.
Imagine an autonomous car swerves to successfully avoid
colliding with a truck that merges into its lane. A person who
observes this may become more confident that the car will be
able to avoid collisions with merging vehicles in the future, but
would not necessarily trust that the car will also successfully
avoid colliding with a pedestrian or bicycle that intersects its
path.

Building trust in (and, conversely, debugging) black-box
policies is thus a pressing open problem. A naı̈ve approach is
to show the human user how the robot acts in every possible
state, but this is time-consuming, and infeasible for high-
dimensional state spaces.

Our insight is that not all states are important. In other
words, there are many states in which the ultimate outcome of
the task is similar, regardless of which action the robot takes
locally. But then there are a few states—critical states—where
it really matters which action the robot takes. If the robot were
to show us how it acts in these critical states, we would gain
a better appreciation of the policy, and, if we agree with these
actions, we would be more willing to trust the robot.

We formulate an algorithmic teaching problem in which a
person has an estimate of the robot’s policy, which she updates
based on examples from the robot. The goal of the robot is
to provide examples that increase the person’s estimate of the
robot’s performance. We explain how this problem formulation
motivates showing diverse critical states.

II. RELATED WORK

Prior work on trust in robotics has primarily focused on
characterizing how environmental, robot, and human charac-
teristics influence the extent to which end-users trust a robot
at a particular moment in time [4, 9]. In contrast, our work
addresses how a robot can develop trust over time. Recent

work explored how familiarization to a robot’s movements in-
creases trust [2]. In our work, we take an algorithmic teaching
approach [11]: we model how humans make inferences about
the robot’s policy from examples of its optimal behavior, to
select examples that improve the user’s estimate of the robot’s
performance, and thus increase their trust.

In recent work, we applied algorithmic teaching to effi-
ciently communicate a robot’s objective function [5]. However,
that approach only applies to policies that are the direct result
of optimizing a feature-based reward function. In contrast, here
we propose an approach that can be applied to any policy,
including black-box policies.

III. PROPOSED APPROACH TO BUILD TRUST

Preliminaries. We assume the robot’s policy π is trained
(through reinforcement learning) to maximize expected cumu-
lative discounted reward. For a given state space S and action
space A, the policy is a stochastic function mapping each state
to a distribution over actions (π : S → ∆A, where ∆A is the
probability simplex onA). Given a policy π, the corresponding
value function V π(s) is the expected cumulative discounted
reward obtained if the robot were to start in state s and act
according to policy π. The Q-function Qπ(s, a) is the expected
cumulative discounted reward obtained if the robot were to
take action a in state s, and act according to policy π thereafter.
Building Trust. A user’s trust in the robot is greatly affected
by how well she believes the robot can perform the task [4].
This implies that in order to build trust, the robot must
convince the end-user that it does the task well.

Let π̂Ei
denote the human user’s estimate

of the robot’s policy after observing examples
Ei = {(s1, π(s1)), . . . , (si, π(si))} of the true robot
policy π. The human’s assessment of the robot’s performance
can be captured by the cumulative discounted reward obtained
by their policy estimate π̂Ei

, averaged across all states in S:
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π̂Ei(a|s)Qπ̂Ei (s, a)1 (1)

Thus, we want to select the set of examples E that maximizes
Equation 1, given some limit n on the number of examples
we can show:

arg max
En

1

|S|
∑
s∈S

V π̂En (s) (2)

Modeling the Human. In our proposed human model, the
person maintains a single prediction π̂Ei

of the robot’s policy
at a time (as opposed to a belief over all possible policies).

1This assumes deterministic dynamics in order to simplify notation, but
naturally applies to environments with stochastic dynamics as well.



Our model assumes that the person starts off believing the
robot acts randomly. In other words, π̂E0

(a|s) is the uniform
distribution over actions, for all states s.

Given an example of the robot’s action distribution π(a) in
state s, the person infers this is the robot’s action distribution
in state s and all states “similar” to s. In other words, after
seeing examples En of the robot acting,

π̂En
(a|s) =


gs∗,s(π(s∗)) if d(s, si∗) ≤ β

where s∗ = arg min
(si,π(si))∈En

d(s, si)

unif(A) otherwise.
(3)

d(s, s′) is a distance metric between two states; if the two
states are within a distance of β, then these two states are
considered similar. gs∗,s is a transformation (e.g., a rotation)
that is applied to the action distribution π(s∗) when the actions
in states s∗ and s do not directly correspond.

Our proposed human model assumes the person uses a
distance metric based on a natural clustering of states, where
d(s, s′) = 0 if s and s′ are in the same cluster, d(s, s′) = 1 if
they are not, and β ∈ [0, 1).
Selecting Examples. Given this human model, we use a
greedy approach to select the optimal sequence of (s, π(s))
pairs to show the user. Recall that we assume the person starts
off assuming that the policy is random, which corresponds
to V π̂E0 (s) = (1/|A|)

∑
aQ

π̂E0 (s, a). Thus to maximize the
increase in the user’s evaluation of the robot’s performance
(Equation 1), the optimal approach is to first greedily select
the best unshown cluster according to the following metric:

argmax
C

∑
s∈C

[
max
a

Qπ(s, a)− 1

|A|
∑
a

Qπ(s, a)

]
, (4)

then randomly pick any state s from that cluster to demonstrate
π(s) for (since we assume the human will infer that other
states in that cluster have the demonstrated action distribution),
and repeat this for the remaining n − 1 examples to show.
These are critical states of the policy π, since they are the
states in which choosing the best action is significantly better
than randomly selecting an action.

IV. PROOF OF CONCEPT

Experimental Domain. We evaluate our proposed approach
on policies trained to navigate in a simple grid world setting.
The advantage of using this simple environment is that we can
use value iteration to compute the Q-function exactly for any
reward function, so we can exactly solve for Equation 4.

In this grid world setting, there are five types of surfaces,
each of which provides the agent with a deterministic reward:
green (+100), white (0), gray (0), yellow (−10), and red
(−100). Green surfaces are terminal states. The set of actions
is {up, down, left, right}, and the discount factor is 0.99.
Colliding into the boundary of the grid world has zero cost
and the robot stays in the same location. We consider a set of
four grid worlds (Figure 1); states in S are the individual grid
cells, for a total of 140 states across the four worlds.
Clustering and Selecting Examples. We use a hierarchical
approach to cluster states in S. We first cluster the states

based on action distributions (the softmax of the Q-values with
temperature 1), using DBSCAN [3] with Euclidean distance,
a minimum of five states per cluster, and ε = 0.1. Then within
each of these action-based clusters, we cluster the states based
on features of the state, using DBSCAN with a minimum of
one state per cluster and ε = 0.1. For this particular setting, we
used a count-based feature of the types of neighboring squares
reachable by a single action. We used the described approach
to select the critical states depicted in Figure 1, with a budget
of showing five examples.
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Fig. 1: We consider four grid worlds, with five types of surfaces:
green (+100), white (0), gray (0), yellow (−10), and red (−100).
Green surfaces are terminal states. The number indicates the cluster
that the critical state is from; the order corresponds to the order
that the clusters are selected based on Equation 4. The arrows are a
visualization of the action distribution for each of these states: the
darker the arrow, the higher probability the action is.

action taken: down 
Fig. 2: The left panel shows a critical state in the Atari 2600 game
Pong, where there is one clear correct action: move the paddle
downward. The right panel shows the state immediately afterward,
with the paddle just barely getting to the ball in time.
Observations. Our grid world task is simple, but we can
draw conclusions from these results that should extend to more
complex domains. The critical states shown in our grid world



task are interpretable. For example, the two examples that start
next to the red square demonstrate that the policy can avoid the
disastrous action of entering the high-cost red surface. States
from clusters 1, 2, and 3 demonstrate avoiding the suboptimal
action of traversing medium-cost yellow surfaces.

V. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

A drawback of our approach is that it relies on choosing
the correct distance metric, to model how humans generalize
from a robot’s actions in one state, to how it will act in nearby
states. We plan to test the validity of different distance metrics
with human users.

A key direction of future work is to apply our approach
to more complex domains, including Atari 2600 games (high-
dimensional state spaces) and robot policies in the physical
world (continuous state and action spaces). We also plan
to apply this approach to black-box policies. For example,
Figure 2 shows a critical state in Pong for a neural network
policy that we trained to play the game.

As mentioned, our work assumes that the robot has learned
a mostly-correct policy. If this is not the case, algorithmic
teaching can instead be applied to conveying or debugging
the policy—we plan to explore this in future work as well.
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